START HERE!
Installation begins on page 3
or
watch how to do it:
SHOULDER HARNESS
(2 of them)

Use this loop to attach to your backpack.
You can loop and cinch it around the pack
shoulder strap or attach it to any suitable
place. If you desire, you can also use a
carabiner to attach your sling.
(see pg. 2 for directions)

This shoulder pad can be slid up or down
for a comfortable fit, or removed in the
event you need emergency cord!

Your rifle connector will attach to the
harness between any 2 strands along the
length of your UnslingIt.
(see page 5 for directions)

These woven knots are used to slide up or
down on the harness to lock your rifle into
place. They must always be used to ensure your rifle stays locked onto the harness.

HANDY HINT!
Did you know that if you don’t want to use your backpack, but you still want to carry your rifle in front of you,
simply loop the harnesses together at the top, slide the
shoulder pads together, drape around your neck and
over your shoulders and connect your rifle!
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
If your shoulder straps are too
wide, simply wrap the harness
around the pack carry handle!

There are several options for installing your UnslingIt harness to your backpack. In the example
above, the harness is simply looped around the webbing of an adjustment strap, though they can
be looped around the entire strap or any other point along the shoulder strap. A carabiner, or
other clip type connector can also be used, if you prefer (not provided).
HELPFUL HINT: The UnslingIt is designed to be tight around your pack straps. You may
have to squeeze your shoulder strap to make the harness go around it. That is by design!
Cinch it down and your UnslingIt will not slip!
Experiment with your UnslingIt! One of the wonderful things is that you can find the fit
that is perfect for you. You can attach your UnslingIt anywhere along the shoulder strap.

HINT: In an emergency, you can use only one shoulder harness as a standard sling and
use the other shoulder harness for:
1.

A deer drag

2.

A tourniquet

3.

To fix broken bootlaces

4.

As a leash if you capture Sasquatch
(okay, that ones a stretch…)

Only limited by your
imagination!
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Getting to know your UNSLINGIT!
RIFLE CONNECTORS
This is the knot that goes between the 2
strands of the UnslingIt harness.
RIFLE CONNECTORS
(2 of them)

(see page 5 for directions)

Only the rear stock connector has this sliding weave.
This is used to tighten the connector around the rear
stock.
(see page 4 for directions)

Both rifle connectors have these 2 sliding weaves.
They are used to tighten the loops around the rifles
sling swivels.
(see page 4 for directions)

One loop goes on each side of the rifle and is placed
over the sling swivel. They are held in place by the
sliding weaves shown above.
(see page 4 for directions)

SHOOTING WITH OPEN SIGHTS?
If you don’t use a scope, attach the front Rifle Connector as follows:
1.

If you are right-handed, attach both loops on the LEFT side of
the fore stock. When you raise your rifle to fire, your front
connector will be completely out of the way of your sights!

2.

If you are left-handed, attach both loops on the RIGHT side of
the fore stock. When you raise your rifle to fire, your front
connector will be completely out of the way of your sights!
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: Both Rifle Connectors are installed in
the same way.
Place the connector with the shorter loops over
the top of the barrel near the forward sling
swivel with a loop on both sides of the stock
(see illustration).

Sliding Weaves

Next, place each loop over the sling swivel and
tighten the sliding weave to lock the connector
onto the swivel.
Note: When correctly installed, the sliding weaves
for both loops will be on opposite sides of the rifle
sling swivel.

NOTE: There is a sliding weave on the rear stock
connector. After the connector is attached to the
sling swivels at the bottom of the stock, slide the
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
(continued)

Fixed Knot

To connect your rifle to the UnslingIt harness, place the Rifle Connector knot between any 2
strands of the harness.
HUNTING HINT: If you carry your rifle barrel up while hunting, leave the slider knot up so
you can quietly push the rifle knot out of the harness to raise and fire.
IMPORTANT: Put the knot below a sliding weave and above a fixed knot (the fixed knot on the
bottom as shown). To lock the firearm onto the harness, slide the sliding weave down to secure
the connection.

BEFORE YOU GO HUNTING!
1.

Put on your backpack and connect your rifle. Ensure you find a carry location that
is comfortable, but also allows you to raise and aim your rifle without interference.
If the harness pulls at the barrel, try lowering your front connection a knot at a
time until you can easily raise and aim your rifle with no tugging or pulling.

2.

Shoulder your rifle a few times to ensure that the shoulder retainer straps do not
limit your ability to raise and fire your rifle. If they do, you have placed them too
low on your backpack straps. Move them up until you can raise and aim your
rifle.

3.

Practice connecting and disconnecting your rifle from the harness. It will only take
a few times and you will find that you can have your rifle connected in mere
seconds!

For Warranty Information:
unslingit.com/support
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Using your UnslingIt as a
STANDARD SLING
Converting Your UnslingIt! to a standard sling:
1.

Remove at least one of the harness straps from your backpack;

2.

Take the top portion of the harness and loop through itself on the stocks forward sling swivel
so it is hanging from the front sling swivel;

3.

Next, loosen the sliding knot that is on the top of the rear stock;

4.

Swing the rear stock connector backwards over the butt of the rifle so it is underneath the
stock.

5.

Now simply attach the rear stock connector to the harness as normal

6.

NOTE: Ensure you secure the rear connection by sliding a slider knot down to lock the
harness on.

Picture shows both harnesses connected
with shoulder pads pushed together. Now
you can use without a backpack, or even
use it as a single point tactical sling or a 2point tactical sling!

Your UnslingIt comes with two (2) extra
connectors. They can be wrapped around your
backpack strap to customize your UnslingIt
position, or they can be used to connect gear to
your harness (GPS, range finder, knife, wind
indicator, etc.)

Caring for your UnslingIt!
1) Do not machine wash (the knots may loosen);
2) Hand wash only using a mild detergent;
3) Keep sharp knives away from your UnslingIt;

CONTACTING UNSLINGIT! OUTDOORS:
EMAIL: unslingit@gmail.com
PHONE: (360) 640-1601
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